Abstract-The global, ubiquitous usage of smart handsets and diverse wireless communication tools calls for a meticulous reexamination of complex and dynamic service componentization and remote invocation. In order to satisfy ever-increasing service requirements and enrich users' experiences, efficient service composition approaches, which leverage the computing resources on nearby devices to form an on-demand composite service, should be developed. This is especially true for situations that are confronted with limited local computing capacity and device mobility. For any mobile pervasive environment, execution reliability and latency of the composite service are major concerns that impact users' satisfaction. In this paper, we propose a novel three-staged approach which takes reliability and latency into account to solve a distributed service composition efficiently. First, the graph of the functional process description is decomposed into multiple path structures through a graph-traversing algorithm. Second, messages are forwarded among the network nodes (i.e., intelligent handsets) to search for the sub-solutions for these path structures. Finally, an efficient combinatorial optimization algorithm computes the optimal service composition by the selection from these sub-solutions. This approach is validated extensively in static and mobile environments, and the results show the effectiveness and outperformance of this approach over existing approaches.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid emergence of diverse intelligent handsets, equipped with rich hardware and software resources, Service Oriented Computing (SOC) has been extended into pervasive computing paradigms, i.e., software is implemented by invoking multiple service components, which are deployed on micro-service oriented architectures (e.g., OSGi and UPnP). Additionally, diverse wireless communication technologies (e.g., WiFi and Bluetooth) and efficient ad hoc routing schemes (e.g., DSR and AODV) enable pervasive devices to leverage the computing resources on nearby devices to extend computing capability and bring users richer service experiences.
Service Composition, aiming at composing multiple distributed atomic service components to provide synthetic services for different service requirements, is a research focus in Web Service. Recently, many researchers have paid greater attention to migrating this scheme to pervasive scenarios (e.g., home automation and smart offices) to improve computing efficiency and to satisfy increasing service requirements [1] , [2] , [3] . For example, a Real-time Multimedia Streaming Service typically needs the execution of multiple atomic services, downloading streaming data, decoding video data, decoding audio data, synchronizing video and audio data, and playing media. The implementation of these services can be provided by different intelligent devices, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .
Generally, the service function specifications should be transmitted among the network nodes to discover the nodes providing the required services through semantic analysis [4] , [5] , [6] , {7], [8] . Since there are often multiple services that fulfill one required function in the network, an optimal composition solution, which has the shortest execution delay, maximum throughput, minimum energy consumption, etc., should be computed.
Existing approaches for pervasive service composition are mainly divided into two categories, centralized ones (also called Star Patterns) [9] , [10] , [11] and decentralized ones (also called Executable Path Patterns) [12] , [13] , [14] . Star Pattern-based approaches construct an optimal spanning tree with the requesting node as the root and the service-providing nodes as leaves, as exemplified in Fig. 2a . Some strategies have been proposed to lower the communication cost of the spanning tree [11] . The weakness of this pattern is that a large number of messages encapsulating intermediate results are transmitted between the root and the leaves during the service-offering process. This results in the performance degradation of the composite service [11] . In order to overcome this deficiency, Executable Path Pattern-based approaches were proposed to represent the composition as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which starts and terminates at the requesting node, and invokes the services sequentially along the direction, as exemplified in Fig. 2b . In contrast to Star Pattern-based approaches, Executable Path Pattern-based ones are more efficient in service-offering, while costing a larger number of messages to find the optimal graph despite the need to send a larger number of messages to find the optimal graph. With the increasing number of functions and distributed atomic services, both the time and communication overheads increase exponentially [14] .
Moreover, the dynamic nature of pervasive environments (e.g., frequent breaks of communication links and drainage of battery power) has a negative impact on the quality of the composite service, especially on the reliability of the serviceoffering. The common practice is to prepare multiple candidates for the potential failure of services. However, users may be annoyed with frequent interruptions to repair or reconstruct service composition. Therefore, the reliability of service composition should be given thorough consideration.
In this paper, a three-staged approach is proposed to find the optimal service composition for a function graph with multiple parallel branches, while taking execution efficiency and reliability into account. Specifically, a multi-objective optimization model is formulated. Based on this model, our approach first decomposes the function graph into multiple directed paths, and then forwards the function paths among the network nodes to search for the corresponding subsolutions. Finally, the optimal service composition is obtained through a Combinatorial Optimization algorithm. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1. We model the service composition for a complex service function graph as a multi-objective optimization problem. 2. A depth-first, traversing-based algorithm is introduced to decompose the service function graph into multiple directed paths. 3. We adopt Path Filtering and Relay Path Optimization strategies to minimize the time and communication overheads consumed in the sub-solution searching phase. 4. Finding the optimal service composition based on a combination of the sub-solutions is formed as a Constraint Optimization Problem (COP), and solved by an efficient Branch-and-Bound algorithm. We evaluate our approach and other existing ones in both static and dynamic environments. In the static experiments, we study the effectiveness of the strategies in Stage 2 and 3 under various environmental settings, and demonstrate the outperformance of our approach over existing ones in time and communication overheads. In the dynamic experiments, different importance weights are introduced to validate the effectiveness of the multi-objective model in our approach, and the superiority of our approach to existing ones is demonstrated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces work related to the two main categories of approaches for service composition. Section 3 formulates the pervasive service composition in mobile environments. Section 4 presents the details of our approach, including function graph decomposition, sub-solution searching and gathering, and complete service composition optimization. Section 5 reports our experimental analysis. Section 6 gives a realistic example to show the effectiveness of our approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Many contributions have been dedicated to web service compositions. However, these approaches are inapplicable in pervasive environments due to the following differences. First, web service compositions are usually provided by powerful distributed machines (e.g., workstations) connected through the Internet, which provides stable service performance. In pervasive environments, we are confronted with more composite service failures caused by broken links and limited computing resources. Therefore, more emphasis should be placed on the robustness of pervasive service composition. Second, containers of web services usually have enough computing power to cache the service components deployed locally and on nearby sites. Therefore, web service composition can be implemented by a centralized approach. However, in pervasive environments, it is impossible for any node to take the responsibility of service directory due to the limited computing resources, especially when confronted with dynamic pervasive contexts. This shows that pervasive service composition relies on collaboration among all the participating nodes.
Star Pattern-Based Service Composition
In a general Star Pattern-based approach, all the subfunctions' specifications are broadcasted. The requesting node waits for the responses from the service nodes and selects an atomic service for each sub-function to construct an optimal spanning tree. Since the communication paths connecting the root and the leaves are mutually independent, a greedy strategy guarantees the optimality of the final solution. A few approaches have been proposed based on this idea, with emphasis on different quality metrics. In [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , the reliability and availability of the composite service are analyzed based on the stability of the network connections and the devices' historical data of CPU load, memory consumption, and residual battery power. The calculations of comprehensive quality metrics for the composite service, based on context information and user preferences, are also studied in [19] , [18] , [21] . Further, to avoid many redundant network packets being consumed in searching for the required services, a Broker-based approach is introduced in [22] , [23] , which leverages the network devices' memory to cache the service advertisements in 1-hop neighborhoods. The requesting device delegates finding and executing the service composition to the most appropriate brokering device selected by Broker Arbitration. This arbitration is based on the evaluation of available CPU and memory resources, residual battery power, etc., of the brokering devices. However, these approaches require maintaining a directory of service information on each device, which places a heavy burden on the devices with limited resources, especially when confronted with dynamic changes of service context and network topology.
To lighten the burden of the network nodes, [24] proposes to leverage an efficient service discovery infrastructure, Group-based Service Discovery (GSD), to search for the candidate services. GSD is based on the concept of a Service Overlay Network, which divides the entire network into multiple partitions. In each partition, one device is selected to take charge of caching all the service information in this small neighborhood through a distributed election algorithm. With this infrastructure, the selection range of broker arbitration is greatly shrunk (i.e., only service directory devices are taken into consideration). Moreover, multiple brokers can accomplish the service composition collaboratively to enhance the efficiency and reliability of the composite service.
Executable Path Pattern-Based Service Composition
Executable path pattern-based approaches are proposed to model the service composition as a DAG, which substitutes the direct transmission of intermediate results between two successive services for unnecessary communication between the service nodes and the requesting node (a.k.a. the brokering node). Therefore, the objective is to construct the optimal graph, which has minimum execution latency, hop counts, and energy consumption, etc. The approaches in [25[, [26] , [27] , [28] adopt a race-like mechanism among multiple partial graphs, and regard the first complete one reaching the requesting device as the optimal solution. Nevertheless, these approaches ignore some important QoS factors (e.g., serviceinvocation time), which have a clear influence on the performance of the composite service. Furthermore, due to the lack of limitations on message forwarding, these approaches suffer from Broadcast Storm in the network. Inspired by DSR in ad hoc networks, Path Filtering and Path Combination are proposed in [29] , [30] to obtain the optimal solution with less time and fewer network messages. Based on Dynamic Programming, Path Filtering discards non-optimal partial solutions to impose restrictions on message forwarding. On the basis of Path Filtering, Path Combination obtains complete solutions by searching for forward and backward partial solutions simultaneously, and then concatenating them on some devices. However, the above Executable path pattern-based approaches are subjected to solving Path-Structured compositions, while there exists complex structures in real service compositions. We propose an approach for service compositions with parallel branches, which is unsolved by previous work. The optimal solution is based on the combination of the sub-solutions found in the network.
Service Composition Restoration
The mobility of devices in pervasive environments causes frequent broken communication links, which further results in the performance degradation or even failure of composite services. A few restoration approaches [15] , [16] , [25] , [26] have been proposed to guarantee these service exceptions are solved effectively and efficiently.
For the Star Pattern-based service composition, service discovery is initiated to search for a new atomic service to substitute for the current failed one, or an ad hoc routing is initiated to reconstruct the broken branch connect the requesting device and service-providing devices. Furthermore, [17] , [18] propose caching some non-optimal brokers, atomic services, and transmission routes as the reservation for the current service composition in order to respond to the composite service exceptions rapidly.
The restoration approaches for Executable Path Patternbased service composition are also confronted with broken links or atomic service failures. For the former exception, [25] adopts a similar strategy to the Star Pattern-based ones. For the latter exception, more work should be accomplished, including finding a substitute for the current failed service, and constructing new communication routes that connect previous and successive service-providing devices. Similar to the approaches used for the star pattern, [26] also proposes caching service composition paths to repair broken links rapidly.
Although the abovementioned mechanisms are effective in restoring the broken service composition, and can even operate transparently, frequent restorations cause interruptions to the composite service, which lowers the users' experience. Therefore, we consider extending the lifetime of the composite service to lower the frequency of restorations. We introduce a new metric in addition to latency in our model, which formulates the service composition as a multi-objective optimization.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The pervasive environment in our assumption comprises intelligent mobile devices (e.g., mobile phones and PADs), which are mutually connected by wireless communication. The whole network topology can be abstracted as a connected graph, with each device denoted as a network node. Additionally, we assume that a micro-service oriented architecture-based container operates on each device and provides specific services.
The service composition request is described as a DAG, called Function Graph, G func ¼ <V func , E func >, as exemplified in Fig. 3 , where V func represents a set of sub-functions that need to be implemented by invoking the distributed atomic services, and E func denotes the I/O relationship between successive sub-functions, which is converted to intermediate data transmission between distributed services in the composite service. In real pervasive environments, each sub-function is defined by a few attributes, including function description, I/O parameters, etc. The problems of semantic matching between a sub-function's specification and a distributed atomic service's function description, as well as the synaptic and semantic matching of the I/O parameters between the pairs of successive services, are omitted, as these problems have been solved in [4] , [5] , [6] , and are not the focus of this paper. In our assumption, each sub-function is simplified to a unique identifier.
For each request, our objective is to find an atomic service for each sub-function to form a composite service. We first introduce the concept of a Service Composition Node (SCN) and a Service Composition Edge (SCE), which are the constituents of a service composition.
A SCN is defined as a tuple <Ni, Sj, Fk, Dj>, which represents invoking the service component Sj deployed on network node Ni to implement the sub-function Fk. Dj is a QoS metric that measures the latency consumed in loading and executing this service component, which can be predicted accurately through mining the historical and current service contextual information [31] , [33] , [34] . For simplicity, we assume that the value of this latency metric is obtained in advance, and that it remains unchanged for a period. Additionally, the SCNs contained in a service composition are generally divided into two categories, service-providing node and data-relaying node (only forwarding intermediate results), which can be differentiated by different identifiers (e.g., null and 0) for Sj, Fk, and Dj.
A SCE is defined as a tuple <Ni, Nj, Dij, Tij>, which denotes transmitting the intermediate results from network node N i to N j . Dij is the transmission delay which is computed by dividing the data volume by the available bandwidth. Tij is the residue lifetime [35] , [36] , [37] , [38] to evaluate link reliability. This metric is determined by the current distance between two network nodes and their velocities. Two situations should be considered in the computation. i) Two network nodes become close along the x-axis or y-axis at first. After their relative distance along one axis becomes 0, they start to move apart until the distance is beyond the communication range. In this situation, Tij should be the summation of Eqs. (1) and (2),
where d comm is the minimum Euclidian distance for two network nodes to make communication, d currÀx and d currÀy is the distance of the two nodes along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and v iÀx ;v iÀy ;v jÀx ; and v jÀy are the components of the two nodes' velocities along the two axes.
ii) The two network nodes are moving apart. Therefore, we only take the time when they are beyond the communication range into consideration when computing Tij, as in Eq. (3),
With the definition of SCN and SCE, Pervasive Service Composition (PSC) is modeled as a DAG in Definition 1.
Definition 1 Pervasive Service Composition (PSC).
Similar to a function graph, a PSC is defined as a DAG, G compo ¼ < V compo ;E compo > , whereV compo is a set of SCNs, and E compo is a set of SCEs that associate the pairs of SCNs in V compo . This graph originates and terminates at the requesting node of the service composition, with some SCNs providing the specific services. A simplified example of PSC is shown in Fig. 4 .
For each sub-function in the requested function graph, there are multiple distributed service components with different levels of performance due to the various implementation and available computing resources on the serviceproviding nodes. Composing different components for each sub-function results in the existence of a large number of PSCs that satisfy the same function graph. Our objective is to find the reliability-and latency-optimal PSC, with minimal time and communication costs. Since there is no centralized infrastructure maintaining the distributed service information, the approaches to the problem rely on the collaboration among the network nodes.
As exemplified in Fig. 4 , a PSC generally contains multiple directed paths from the source to the destination node, and the latency of each path is the summation of the time consumed invoking the atomic services and transmitting the intermediate data between these services. The latency of the PSC is determined by the critical path (i.e., the path with maximum latency). On the other hand, the reliability of the PSC is determined by the minimum residual lifetime of all the communication links connecting the SCNs. With the definitions of PSC latency and reliability, our objective of finding the optimal PSC is mathematically stated as follows,
where
;D SCE ij , and T
SCE ij
refer to the elements of latency and the link-residual lifetime defined in SCN and SCE, and where maximizing T SCE ij is equivalent to minimizing its opposite value.
Many methods have been proposed to efficiently solve multi-objective optimization problems. Since the global range of latency and reliability of PSC is unknown in advance, the most appropriate approach to our problem is to transform the model (4)- (5) into a single objective one by assigning two arbitrary and positive weight factors (i.e., p 1 and p 2, with the constraint p 1 þp 2 ¼ 1); this is represented as minimizing the following weighted convex objective function,
where k 1 and k 2 are the scaling factors. The optimal solution for model (6) should be Pareto optimal under the different values of parameters p 1 and p 2 (i.e., the trade-off between the two objectives). The parameters p 1 and p 2 could be updated through a sampling method when confronted with dynamic network environments and service context service environments. The problem in model (6) is that the scaling factors k 1 and k 2 are difficult to determine in advance. In order to provide a theoretical basis for our distributed approach to compare the merits of two service compositions, we introduce Eq. (7) based on model (6), as follows: , which means we sacrifice latency to improve the reliability of the composition. Therefore, finding the optimal PSC by computing Df ab multi is equivalent to minimizing the objective function in model (6) . Additionally, the first and second fractions in model (7) are both normalized, therefore the influence of scaling factors k 1 and k 2 in model (6) is eliminated. More important is that model (7) facilitates the stepwise and iterative optimization in our approach.
APPROACH DESCRIPTIONS
The challenge of the task to find the optimal G compo is the exponentially increasing number of G compo s w.r.t. the number of services for each sub-function. Moreover, general distributed optimization strategies (e.g., filtering nonoptimal partial solutions) cannot be adopted directly, since G compo has no optimal substructures. Previous contributions [31, 32] have proved these optimization methods can be adopted for path-structured G compo s. Therefore, our initial idea is to view the requested G func as a set of directed paths sharing no common paths. For each path, we search for a group of sub-solutions by message forwarding in the network. Finally, a combinatorial algorithm selects a subsolution for each path in the G func to form the optimal service composition. Therefore, our approach consists of three stages, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Function Graph Decomposition
In the first stage, we decompose the G func into a set of pathstructured subgraphs, called Independent Function Flow in Definition 2, through a Depth-First Search (DFS) based graph traversal. This procedure starts from node S in the original G func , selecting its first unvisited output edge to move to another node. Each time the procedure reaches a function node v func through an edge e func , it judges whether inserting v func and e func into current G IFF conforms to Definition 2. Otherwise, v func is a Fork Node (i.e., a node has multiple input or output edges), and should be regarded as the tail for the current G IFF and the head for the new G IFF , if the node has unvisited output edges. At the end of each iteration, v func and e func will be updated through the stack operation or by accessing an unvisited output edge of current v func directly. Finally, the terminal condition for the decomposition is that there is no unvisited output edge starting from the current v func and the stack is empty. The pseudo-code of this procedure is in Algorithm 1.
Definition 2. An Independent Function Flow, denoted as
According to the logic of the function graph decomposition, one function node v func and function edge e func is accessed during each iteration. We set a visited tag onto each e func to guarantee the edge will only be accessed once. For each v func , the number of times that it is accessed depends on the maximum number of input and output edges connected to the node. Therefore, the time complexity of this procedure is computed by Eq. (8):
where N nodes and N edges represent the number of function nodes and edges contained in the function graph, and N i intput-edge and N i output-edge are the number of input and output edges connected to the ith function node, respectively. 
Sub-Solution Searching and Gathering
In the second stage, the requesting node initiates a searching procedure for the sub-solutions (denoted as G IFF ÀCOMP s) corresponding to each G IFF from the first stage, by forwarding these G IFF s among the network nodes. Since these subsolutions are distributed cached, and insufficient to determine the optimal PSC (because generally their corresponding G IFF s are not the paths from the node S to D in G func ), a gathering procedure should be initiated after the searching procedure to merge these sub-solutions into the path-structured solutions for Dominating Function Flow (in Definition 3), as exemplified in Fig. 7 . In the searching phase, the requesting node first broadcasts a sub-solution searching packet (denoted as P search ) to all its network neighbors. This packet contains a list of initialized subsolution pairs, (G IFF ;G IFF ÀCOMPO ), where G IFF ÀCOMPO is the sub-solution for G IFF . Afterwards, when a node receives a P search , for each sub-solution pair in the packet, it creates and adds a new SCN v compo and SCE e compo into the G IFF ÀCOMPO . v compo is created by querying the local service container for the qualified service component for the next unimplemented subfunction in G IFF , and e compo is created by computing the data transmission delay and link-residual lifetime between the source node of P search and the current node, according to Eqs. (1), (2) Path Filtering is based on the concept of Optimal Substructure in Dynamic Programming, i.e., if the current sub-solution is included in the optimal complete solution, there are no better sub-solutions containing the current network node. Fig. 7 . An example of sub-solution searching and gathering, with P search and P gather as the searching and gathering packets, respectively. Fig. 8 . Two G DFF s corresponding to the G func in Fig. 3 . The legends refer to Fig. 3 .
Following this idea, Path Filtering caches the partial optimal (G IFF , G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs on the network nodes for the comparison with those having the same G IFF in P search based on the number of atomic services in G IFF ÀCOMPO and model (7) . The objective is to determine whether to continue forwarding these (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs in the received searching packets. An example of Path Filtering in sub-solution searching is shown in Fig. 9 . Of the three partial G IFF ÀCOMPO s received by network node N 4 , the second one is discarded because it has the same number of services as the first one, while Df ab multi ! 0 of the two sub-solutions shows it is inferior to the first one. In contrast, the third G IFF ÀCOMPO is cached in local memory and delivered to the neighbors of N 4 , since it may be included in the optimal solution for the G IFF .
In addition to Path Filtering, we introduce Relay Path Optimization to further reduce the number of searching packets and forwarded (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs consumed in finding the network routes relaying the intermediate data. This strategy judges whether the current sub-solution pair should be transmitted to a designated neighbor (denoted as N i ) of the local network node, as elicited in Procedure 2. Based on the concepts of the Strongly Connected Subgraph and the loop in graph theory, this procedure first retrieves the partial data-relaying path (denoted as G RELAY ) contained in G IFF ÀCOMPO, starting from the last service-providing node, and then prevents the transmission if N i is contained in or 1-hop from a node in G RELAY . The reason for this prevention is that N i should cache at least a better sub-solution with a better G RELAY than G IFF ÀCOMPO , hence the current sub-solution pair is bound to fail in Path Filtering after being forwarded to, and updated on N i . An intuitive example of Relay Path Optimization is shown in Fig. 10 , where none of the nodes N 4 ;N 5 ;N 6 , and N 7 provides the next required service for G IFF , and thus adds a data-relaying node to G IFF ÀCOMPO :N 5 ;N 6 , and N 7 are prevented forwarding (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs to each other, because adding communication links between atomic services increases the latency and the failure probability of the composite service.
Procedure 2. RELAY-PATH-OPTIM(G IFF
The efficiency of Relay Path Optimization depends on the number of Cliques (i.e., Maxieal Complete-Subgraphs) in the network topology, as well as the size of each clique. Theoretically, the maximum number of forwarded (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs that are reduced in a clique is upperly bounded by Eq. (9), if none of nodes in the clique provides the next required service in G IFF , ðN cliqueÀnodes À 2Þ Ã ðN cliqueÀnodes À 1Þ; where N cliqueÀnodes denotes the number of nodes in the clique.
In the second phase, we introduce another message structure, the sub-solution gathering packet (denoted as P gather ), containing a pair of a partial sub-function path (denoted as G subÀflow ) and its corresponding sub-solution (denoted as G subÀcompo ), to gather the (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs onto the requesting node. This process is initiated by the requesting node, and each node which receives a P gather concatenates the (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs in local memory with the (G subÀflow ;G subÀcompo ) pairs in the P gather , as exemplified in Fig. 11 . The new (G subÀflow ;G subÀcompo ) pairs are forwarded to the heads of G IFF ÀCOMPO s respectively along the reverse direction of the G IFF ÀCOMPO s. Finally, this concatenation and forwarding gathers all the G DFF s and their corresponding G DFF ÀCOMPO s onto the requesting node. Since the forwarding is deterministic routing, it consumes small amounts of time and communication cost.
Complete Service Composition Optimization
In the final stage, our objective is to select one G DFF ÀCOMPO for each G DFF from its sub-solution list (as exemplified in Fig. 12 ) to form the optimal PSC (denoted as G Ã compo ),which is latency-and reliability-optimal (i.e., Df ab multi 0 in model (7) between G Ã compo and any other solution). This combination is constrained by the compatibility among the G DFF ÀCOMPO s corresponding to different G DFF s (in Definition 4). With the concept of CSSC, our objective at this stage is mathematically formulated as the following Constrained Optimization Problem,
8ðG DFF ÀiÀCOMPOÀj ; G DFF ÀkÀCOMPOÀl Þ 2 G compo ; G DFF ÀiÀCOMPOÀj and G DFF ÀkÀCOMPOÀl are CSSC;
where G DFF ÀiÀCOMPOÀj is the jth G DFF ÀCOMPO corresponding to the ith G DFF , and CRITCAL-PATH(G compo ) computes the critical path, i.e., the G DFF ÀiÀCOMPOÀj with Df ab multi !0 in model (7) compared with any other subsolution in G compo . The challenge of the optimization is that the Constraint Graph (i.e., the compatibility relationship between the different pairs of G DFF-COMPO s) is unknown in advance, as obtaining these constraints needs the iterations of all of the G DFF ÀCOMPO s corresponding to each G DFF , which results in exponentially increasing time complexity. Since the optimality of G compo is determined by its critical path, we employ a Branch-and-Bound strategy based on model (7), and a procedure to judge the compatibility relationship between the two G DFF ÀCOMPO s.
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code of this optimization. During each iteration, the algorithm searches for the first G DFF ÀCOMPO, which satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) This G DFFÀCOMPO is compatible with any other subsolution in the current partial G compo (i.e., G CURRÀRESULT ). (2) The Df ab multi 0 between G DFFÀCOMPO and the current optimal G compo (i.e., G FINALÀRESULT ). If a G DFF ÀCOMPO meeting the above two requirements is found, this G DFF ÀCOMPO will be added to the current partial G compo , and the algorithm iterates from the first G DFF ÀCOMPO for the next G DFF . Otherwise, if the algorithm obtains a complete solution, it backtracks to the previous G DFF and G DFF ÀCOMPO , and continues the iteration. Finally, the algorithm converges to the optimal solution when no eligible sub-solution is found and the stack is empty. Theorem 1 proves the algorithm guarantees the convergence. N DFF ÀiÀCOMPO Þ, where N DFF is the number of G DFF s, and N DFF ÀiÀCOMPO is the number of G DFF ÀCOMPO s for the i th G DFF . However, since the algorithm updates the boundary value dynamically in the iterative process, many branches are pruned. Therefore, the algorithm avoids suffering from exponential time complexity. Even though we can adopt other strategies, e.g., Minimum-Remaining-Values, the experimental results in Section 5 show that the Branch-and-Bound strategy is efficient enough for various environmental settings.
Algorithm 3. Complete Service Composition Optimization

EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of our three-staged service composition (3-staged SC) in static and mobile environments, which are generated by our simulation platform written in Java. Each node in the environments is simulated by a Java Thread, which contains services for different functions and communicates through Java Message Queue. We also compare our approach with the following two baselines, a) Tree-based Service composition (TSC) is a Star-patternbased service composition, in which the service requesting node broadcasts the sub-functions and waits for the reply from the service nodes through an ad-hoc routing scheme, e.g., DSR. A greedy-based algorithm constructs the optimal service composition tree by selecting the optimal service for each sub-function. b) Race-based Service Composition (RSC) is an ExecutablePath-based service composition. This approach forwards the function graph in the network, finds the required service sequentially and constructs the executable DAG gradually. The first complete graph is regarded as the optimal solution. The evaluation is based on 60 function graphs, with every ten instances randomly generated for one graph topology in Fig. 14 by specifying different sub-functions.
The Experiments in Static Environments
The static experiments comprise three parts. The first part evaluates Path Filtering and Relay Path Optimization in Stage 2 of 3-Staged SC under three groups of environmental settings in Table 1 . The evaluation metrics are time slots, network packets, and forwarded (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs. Each environment consists of randomly generated network nodes, with nodes' degrees of the network topology conforming to uniform distribution. The services are also uniformly distributed on the nodes . Figs. 15, 16, 17 show the results for the ten function graphs of the structure Fig. 14a . The results for the other graphs present similar observations.
With the increasing number of network nodes in Figs. 15a, 15b, 15c , each evaluation metric presents a growth trend, since the algorithms consume more time and communication costs in finding all the required services. Similarly, in the Group 2 experiments, we generate eight environments with the increasing density of cliques. As shown in Figs. 16b, 16b, 16c) , with the increasing number of cliques and the average number of nodes in a clique, Path Filtering and Relay Optimization consumes 20$22 percent less network packets and 20$26 percent less (G IFF ; G IFF ÀCOMPO ) pairs than Path Filtering. The results further prove that Relay Path Optimization improves the searching efficiency on the basis of Path Filtering. Especially in environments with a higher average node degree and a larger number of cliques, the improvement is more remarkable. Another interesting observation is that with the increasing density of cliques, the time slots present a downward trend, as shown in Fig. 16a . The reason is probably that the algorithms search for sub-solutions for different G IFF s in a parallel manner. With the increasing number of network neighbors, the network nodes transmit more packets in a unit time, i.e., our algorithm is more time-efficient. Additionally, Figs. 17a, 17b, 17c shows the outperformance of Path Filtering and Relay Optimization over Path Filtering with an increasing number of services. The growth trend for the evaluation metrics is due to the increasing potential G IFF-COMPO s for each G IFF , which results from more candidate services for the sub-functions on Fork Nodes in the function graph.
The second part of the experiment evaluates the computing complexity of the Branch-and-Bound strategy in Stage 3 of 3-Staged SC with two baselines, the Greedy and Brute Force strategies, which are also based on the concept CSSC. The Greedy strategy iterates all the G DFF s, and adds the first G DFF ÀCOMPO in the sub-solution list to the current solution set for each G DFF . Contrastingly, the Brute Force strategy iterates each G DFF ÀCOMPO to enumerate all the possible solutions, which is a fair reference for the evaluation. We take the results from Group 3 in the first part as the input. Table 2 and Figs. 18a, 18b present the input and the results for a function graph of the structure in Fig. 14a . The results for the other function graphs reach the same conclusions as follows.
As shown in Table 2 and Figs. 18a, 18b, with the number of G DFF ÀCOMPO s increasing from 16 to 900, Brute Force suffers from exponentially growing time complexity, while the Branch-and-Bound and Greedy strategies converge on the optimal solution rapidly, with the number of iterations less than 250. Even in the worst case, this quantity never exceeds 4,000, which shows the advantage of their scalability over Brute Force. On the other hand, Branch-and-Bound incurs more time cost for the global optimal solution than Greedy, which is prone to accept a local optimal solution. Even though the number of iterations by Branch-and-Bound is several times higher than that of Greedy, the requesting node never suffers from a heavy computing load, since the load introduced by Branch-and-Bound is only a tiny percentage of that by Brute Force, which is acceptable for many mobile devices with powerful CPUs.
The third part of the experiment evaluates the TSC, RSC, and 3-Staged-SC under the environment settings in Table 1 . The evaluation metrics are time slots, network packets, and execution delay. However, our approach is inferior to TSC with approximately 28 $36 percent more time slots and 24$31 percent more packets. The efficiency of TSC is only dependent on the network broadcasting mechanism, the composition length (i.e., the number of sub-functions) and the number of services satisfying each sub-function. In contrast, 3-Staged-SC needs to find the message forwarding routes between successive services in a DAG, which inevitably consumes more time and packets. Additionally, our approach is superior to TSC on execution delay, which conforms to our judgement that modeling the service composition as a DAG improves the efficiency of service execution. Table 1 . Fig. 19 . The evaluation of TSC, RSC, and 3-staged SC in the static environment. The horizontal axis represents the six kinds of function graph topologies in Fig. 14.
The Experiments in Mobile Environments
There are two parts to the mobile experiments. The first part evaluates the performance of 3-Staged-SC with different pairs of latency and reliability weight factors (i.e., p 1 and p 2 ). The evaluation metrics are average execution delay (i.e., the total time consumed in invoking atomic services and transmitting a unit amount of data, which is 1 MB in our assumption) and average service composition lifetime (i.e., the duration in which the optimal PSC provides services without interruptions). In our assumed environment, 50 randomly generated nodes move in a 500Â500 m 2 area, and 90 services for 30 functions are uniformly distributed on these nodes. The movements of the nodes are simulated by the Random Waypoint Model, i.e., the alternating sequences of moving and pausing. The model parameters are listed in Table 3 . We also conduct experiments by changing the moving or pausing durations, but these experiments present similar results.
For each setting of moving speed in Table 3 , we input the 60 function graphs in the static experiments, and take the average as the result. Figs. 20a, 20b present the results of 3-Staged-SC with five different pairs of weight factors. With increasing node mobility, the average execution delay remains relatively stable. This corroborates the common sense notion that execution delay is mainly influenced by the available computing and communication resources on the network nodes, rather than mobility. Worth noting is that when greater importance is given to latency (i.e., weight factor p 1 ), both the execution delay and the lifetime of the service composition display declining trends. This conforms to our expectation that 3-Staged-SC sacrifices some latency performance in exchange for improving the reliability of the PSC. Additionally, the service composition lifetime for each pair of weight factors in Fig. 20 shows a downward trend, which implies that more importance should be given to reliability (i.e., weight factor p 2 ) in the environments with high mobility. The reason for this implication is that the frequent breakage of the communication links between the service nodes causes more resources to be consumed in repairing the PSC, which results in poorer user experiences.
In the second part of the experiment, we evaluate the performance of TSC, RSC, and 3-Staged SC by the metrics, execution delay and composition lifetime. We revise TSC and RSC to introduce the two weight factors for the latency and reliability of a service composition. Latency and reliability are computed by Eqs. (4) and (5) . The experimental environment is the same as that in the first part, except we fix the average moving speed as 5$7 m/s. We test the three approaches for the 60 function graphs in the static experiments. For each graph, we give equal importance to latency and reliability, i.e., p 1 ¼p 2 ¼ 0:5, and take the average of the ten graphs for each graph topology in Fig. 14 as the result. Fig. 21a shows that 3-staged-SC clearly outperforms TSC and RSC on execution delay, with a reduction of 33$38 percent and 8$10 percent, respectively. The superiority over TSC is due to different topologies of the solutions between 3-staged-SC and TSC, similar to the analysis in the static experiments. The reason for the advantage over RSC is that RSC ignores the time consumed on service invocation, which is based on the assumption that network communication predominates the execution delay. However, this assumption is incorrect in many real-world applications due to the different load and available computing resources. Fig. 21b shows that 3-staged-SC performs the best of the 3 approaches, with 25$33 percent and 12$17 percent longer lifetime than TSC and RSC, respectively. In contrast with TSC, 3-staged-SC models the solution as a DAG, which reduces the dependence on the nodes that participate in relaying the intermediate results between successive services to some extent. Compared with RSC, 3-staged-SC relies on combing the sub-solutions for different components of function graphs, which is more efficient than constructing partial solutions directly adopted in RSC. Especially when the network nodes have high mobility, the service composition is prone to encounter performance degradation or even execution failure. Therefore, finding a solution with as few time and network communications as possible enhances the stability of the execution of the composite service.
EXAMPLE OF SERVICE COMPOSITION
We extend the real-time multimedia application in Section 1 based on the following motivation scenario. John wants to participate in a video conference in an office building. Unfortunately, this requirement is unsatisfactory on his mobile phone, for there is no connection to the Internet and other service components to decode and play multimedia data. Therefore, he sends requests to nearby devices to find the following services, an Internet connection to download the raw streaming data, a video decoder to decode the H.264 video streaming data, an audio decoder to decode the AAC audio stream data, a synchronization component to prepare the media data to be played, a screen to play the video at a 640Â480 resolution and a stereo to play the audio. These distributed services work collaboratively as shown in Fig. 22 . In this example, the user's mobile phone is connected to an ad hoc network comprising ten intelligent devices connected through WiFi. We implement a simplified service container on each device. Each container provides one service for the above-mentioned functions, which is associated with invocation latency to process 1 KB data, as listed in Table 4 . This metric is based on the different runtime environments of the devices, including frame rate, frame size, bit rate, sampling frequency, and quantization accuracy. We place these devices randomly in a 50Â50 m 2 area, and invite five testers to hold the five android phones and move randomly in this area. The objective of the movement is to simulate the brokerage and establishment of the 1-hop links between the nodes, which further cause the topological changes of the network.
We implement 3-Staged-SC as a part of the simplified service container on each device, including two functions to decompose the function graph (i.e., Stage 1) and compute the optimal solution (i.e., Stage 3), and a protocol stack to process the sub-solution searching and gathering packets (i.e., Stage 2) . Each device initiates a WiFi scanning and UDP socket communication every 500ms to update its links with the neighboring peers, including the transmission latencies for 1 KB data on these links.
We test 3-Staged-SC for the function graph in Fig. 22 under different settings of importance weight factors for latency and reliability, as in Table 5 . For each pair of factors, we first invoke 3-Staged-SC to compute the optimal solution, and then execute the composite service until a service failure occurs due to a broken link between two nodes in the composition. The evaluation metrics are the execution latency of the composition returned by 3-Staged-SC and the normal execution duration of the composite service. We repeat this procedure five times and take the average as the results.
The results show that 3-Staged-SC makes a trade-off between the efficiency and reliability of the service composition. Additionally, the results prove that 3-Staged-SC provides reliable composite services even in mobile pervasive environments with an average composition lifetime of approximately half a minute. Since longer composition lifetime lowers the frequency of restoring a service composition, 3-Staged-SC improves user experiences, even when confronted with atomic service failures and broken network links. We also observe that with the increasing importance weight on reliability, 3-Staged-SC is prone to select static devices as the components of the service composition.
CONCLUSION
A three-staged distributed approach for pervasive service composition in mobile environments is developed in this paper. With the concept of latency and reliability, the pervasive service composition for a requested function graph is defined as the problem of finding a multi-objective, optimal DAG for the requested service. In our approach, the function graph is first decomposed into multiple Independent Function Flows, whose sub-solutions are searched for and gathered in a distributed manner. Next, an efficient combinatorial optimization is implemented to compute the optimal PSC through the combination of these sub-solutions. The searching and computation efficiency of the strategies (i.e., Path Filtering, Relay Path Optimization, and Branch-andBound) are verified and compared with other strategies in our static experiments. The advantage of our approach over two baseline methods is demonstrated in static and dynamic environments. We also present an example of a distributed real-time multimedia application to prove the effectiveness of our approach.
Our future research will focus on investigating more factors in pervasive environments, which may have substantial impacts on the performance of service compositions, e.g., the residual power energy of mobile devices and the cost of invoking atomic services. Introducing these factors into the model of the service composition will make our approach more adaptive in practice. " For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
